
caterina moroni  
biography 



 

c a t e r i n a   m o r o n i  
was born in Terni in 1982 and lives in Umbria -Italy.  
She is a performing artist and a professional in the communication and cultural sector. 
Graduated in Communication and Business Management, she attended the European 
Professional School for actors directed by Socìetas Raffaello Sanzio in 2007 and 2008. 
Since before her years of study she had been collaborating, learning and working with 
different artist groups and directors of the contemporary scene -both established and 
emerging- and she had been cooperating with many cultural organizations in particular 
she like to mention Associazione Demetra and Casa laboratorio di Cenci, places 
dedicated to theater research, and to educational and ecological practices. 
In 2008 she started her personal creative research project and her performances have 
been presented in several national and international festivals.  
 
In 2014 she conceived the participatory project "Duck March" that received in 2015 the 
Movin’up Prize by Ministry of Cultural Heritage and GAI – Association for the Circuit of the 
Young Italian Artists. 
She is a member of the international team selected for the project Arts’R’Public that is a 
Euro-Mediterranean laboratory whose aim is the creation and transmission of the arts in 
public spaces. 

/ Contact 
M: +39 3498490969  
E: caterina.moroni@gmail.com  
Strada di S. Benedetto, 3 - 05100 - Terni (TR)  
www.caterinamoroni.it  

  



Portfol io
caterina moroni  



traccia 01_semenza



Semenza_traccia 01 | 2008

Co-production: Ass.Demetra-Nutrimenti Festival 

Short performance designed for two people at a time.  
Themes: the origin, the need to take care of little things and of everything was born.  
Tools: vision, poetry, music, body and voice.  



traccia 02_spennuti



Spennuti_traccia 02 | 2009

Co-production: es.terni 2009, Santi Teatri Primitivi, 
Ass. Demetra  

with the special participation of the falconer 
Gherardo Brami and the barn owl Tyto. 

Theater performance based on poetic texts.  
Themes: motherhood, destiny  
Tools: vision, poetry, light, music, body and voice. 
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traccia 03_espantos



Espantos_traccia 03 | 2009 

Co-production: Ass.Demetra - Nutrimenti Festival 

with the special participation of the cellist Claudio Raggi. 

Poetic installation in natural locations. 
Themes: the silence, the union between men and women 
Tools: vision, poetry, music, hidden voice. 



stanellemani_reading



Stanellemani_reading | 2010 

Co-production: Ass.Demetra-Nutrimenti Festival 

with the participation of the bassist Claudio Raggi and light 
designer Emiliano Austeri. 

Musical reading of the published poetry collection containing the 
texts of my works. 
Public space becomes enchanted garden and labyrinth.  
People, arranged in a circle, will necessarily look in his face. 
Tools: vision, poetry, music, light, physical presence and voice.



Alla mia età in Europa _ luogo di  meditazione 



Alla mia età in Europa | 2011 

Co-production: Caterina Moroni, Arezzo Festival. 

Poetic installation in public locations. 
A place of solitude and concentration in which you can 
immerse yourself in the middle of chaos 
Themes: the memory, the intimacy, the awareness and the  
power to improve the world  
Tools: vision, poetry, recorded voice and music. 



da qui,  promessa



Da qui, promessa | 2014 

Co-production: Periferico 2014, Caterina Moroni. 

with the special participation of young Ada and Miranda, 2 years old. 
realization in collaboration with Federica Rocchi, Periferico festival. 
 
Two kids, two human cubs and their suspended world. The power of 
their thought and imagination. It is potentially dangerous. 
Themes: the need to start again and to take care of the younger 
generation.  
Tools: vision, poetry, recorded voice. 



Selvagge_  
cant i  e stor ie per stanze e giardin i



SELVAGGE 
canti e storie per stanze e giardini | 2016

actress: Caterina Moroni 
singer: Chiara Furiani 
musician: Michele Pica 

Co-production: Associazione Demetra/Centro di Palmetta 

Concert Show freely based on the book “Women Who Run with the 
Wolves” by Clarissa Pinkola Estés. 



the Djel laba



THE DJELLABA | 2016  
installation and performance in a suburban public space, Morocco

concept: Caterina Moroni 
with: Iris Keller, Caterina Moroni, Tommaso Rolando, Sara Rerhaye 
production: Ars'R'Public 

A magic garment that link us to each other.  
A path in search of themselves in the eyes of others.  
Which is the limit between inside us and outside of us? 

This project is the result of an international creative residency for the 
program Arts’R’Public, a Euro-Mediterranean laboratory whose aim is 
the creation and transmission of the arts in public spaces. 
“The djellaba” represents the desire to collect inspiration from the local 
culture and at the same time the challenge to create a participatory 
project for a real cultural exchange.  

The path is for one person at a time with a duration of 15 minutes.  



We march, we murmur, step by step. We have to.  
 www.duckmarch.org 

 



DUCK MARCH | 2014- work in progress 
Co-production: Ass. Demetra, 21 backers through a crowdfunding 
campaign. 

Duck March is an incursion. It is a peaceful and nonpartisan march made 
by pregnant women.  
In every place Duck March creates a link with the territory.  
At each geographical stage, people who are part of it will give life to a 
unique event.  
Themes: the collective responsibility, the anti-violence, the feminine  
Tools: a group of pregnant women, their passion.



UN.HABITANTS_  
To make room for us 



 

UN.HABITANTS | To make room for us  
a physical and sensory journey in a cemetery

Conception: Caterina Moroni 
Voices: Aïcha El Beloui, Iris Keller, Caterina Moroni, Alessandra Serra, Sophie Unwin 
Sounds: Claudio Raggi 
Production: Caterina Moroni, Mare Culturale Urbano, Associazione Culturale Sarabanda 
Realized within Arts’R’Public – European project co-funded by the Europe Creative Program – 
organized by Eurocircle in partnership with HausDrei (Hamburg, Germany), Sarabanda (Genoa, 
Italy), Éclats de Lune (Marrakech, Morocco), Lézarap’art (Marseille, France). 

"Un.habitants | To make room for us” is a physical and sensory journey in a cemetery. It raises 
some questions about how the idea of the death shapes our response to life, providing the basis 
for the personal conduct codes, as well as for the broader ethical systems. The work is 
articulated as a path in which visuals, sensory and sounds are intertwined and in constant 
dialogue to create an intimate space where the real can both alternate and fuse with the 
imaginary. Un.habitants is meant to be an invitation to the audience to open their perceptual 
spaces, and create their own reality in a frontier territory between the inner vision and outward 
vision. It is a call to the viewer to be inside the things, to consider the space and the taboo of the 
death from another point of view. 

With the support of: 
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